HOLOCAUST GENOCIDE AND CONTEMPORARY BIOETHICS PROGRAM
SPRING 2016 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

The Center for Bioethics and Humanities at the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus is pleased to announce an inaugural event as part of our Holocaust Genocide and Contemporary Bioethics program. This novel program brings the lessons of the Holocaust and other genocides to bear on ethical challenges facing health professionals and society today.

**Mission:** Health Professionals have a special and ongoing responsibility to ensure that the lessons of the Holocaust remain vivid and relevant in the minds of all caregivers and researchers. It is the mission of the Holocaust Genocide and Contemporary Bioethics program to inspire and guide health professionals so that they practice with compassion, competence, respect and justice and uphold their ultimate duty to protect patients.

Sponsorship funds will support the cost of this year’s event and allow us to continue to host important Holocaust Bioethics programming for years to come.

---

**What:** A public lecture by the prominent commentator and bioethicist Art Caplan on the topic: “The use and misuse of the Nazi analogy in American politics”

**Where:** The Wolf Theater at The Jewish Community Center: 350 S Dahlia St, Denver, CO 80246

**When:** Monday May 2nd
- Pre-lecture private dinner - 5:30pm
- Lecture begins - 7:00pm
- Dessert reception and book signing – 8:30pm

---

**Platinum Sponsor ($5,000)**
- Eight person table at private pre-lecture dinner reception
- Eight reserved seats for the evening lecture/program
- Four signed copies of the speaker’s recent book
- Logo recognition in the printed program an on screen at the event
- Recognition from the podium during the evening program

**Gold Sponsor ($2,500)**
- Six invitations to private pre-lecture dinner reception
- Six reserved seats for the evening lecture/program
- Three signed copies of the speaker’s recent book
- Name recognition in the printed program an on screen at the event

**Silver Sponsor ($1,000)**
- Four invitations to private pre-lecture dinner reception
- Four reserved seats for the evening lecture/program
- Two signed copies of the speaker’s recent book

**Bronze Sponsor ($500)**
- Two invitations to the private pre-lecture dinner and reception
- Two reserved seats for the evening lecture/program
- One signed copy of the speaker’s recent book

**Individual Supporter ($180)**
- One invitation to the private pre-lecture dinner and reception

Contact Brianna Gagnon at 303-724-6335 or Brianna.Gagnon@ucdenver.edu for sponsorship giving information. Please make checks payable to “CU Foundation” with Holocaust Genocide noted in the memo line and mail to: University of Colorado Foundation, ATTN: Brianna Gagnon 13001 E. 17th Place, A065 Aurora, CO 80045